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Privacy and Big DataO'Reilly, 2011

	
		Much of what constitutes Big Data is information about us. Through our online activities, we leave an easy-to-follow trail of digital footprints that reveal who we are, what we buy, where we go, and much more. This eye-opening book explores the raging privacy debate over the use of personal data, with one undeniable conclusion: once...
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Getting Started with Couchbase ServerO'Reilly, 2012

	
		Do you know what to do if your web application goes viral and usage suddenly explodes? This concise guide introduces you to Couchbase Server, an extremely fast NoSQL database that automatically distributes data across a cluster of commodity servers or virtual machines. You’ll learn hands-on how to build a Couchbase cluster...
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Scientific and Technological ThinkingLawrence Erlbaum Associates, 2004
At the turn of the 21st century, the most valuable commodity in society is knowledge--particularly new knowledge that may give a culture, company, or laboratory an adaptive advantage. Knowledge about the cognitive processes that lead to discovery and invention can enhance the probability of making valuable new discoveries and inventions. Such...
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Selling Digital Music, Formatting CultureUniversity of California Press, 2015

	Selling Digital Music, Formatting Culture documents the transition of recorded music on CDs to music as digital files on computers. More than two decades after the first digital music files began circulating in online archives and playing through new software media players, we have yet to fully internalize the cultural and aesthetic...
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Making IT Governance Work in a Sarbanes-Oxley WorldJohn Wiley & Sons, 2005
It may not be readily apparent, but IT is undergoing what may be its
most significant revolution ever—a revolution driven by rapidly
emerging new business models, the power of the customer, global
operations, and radical new technologies at the edge of the Net. And
this revolution is having as much impact on how technology...
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Speaking about Science: A Manual for Creating Clear PresentationsCambridge University Press, 2006

	In an age when so much communication is tethered to

	technology, delivering messages face-to-face has paradoxically

	become even more vital to professional success. We all have ready

	access to more information than any of our ancestors did. At the

	click of a few keys, we can locate reams of facts on any topic under

	the sun. But...
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Currencies, Commodities and ConsumptionCambridge University Press, 2013

	Currency values, prices, consumption and incomes are at the heart of the economic performance of all countries. In order to make a meaningful comparison between one economy and another, economists routinely make use of purchasing power parity (PPP) exchange rates, but while PPP rates are widely used and well understood, they take a lot of...
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How to Create and Manage a Hedge Fund: A Professional's GuideJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002

	This book is intended for anyone interested in creating and managing

	a hedge fund. Individuals trading on exchange floors,

	within broker-dealers, on bank currency desks, or in mutual funds,

	commodity pools, and other hedge funds may have a track record as

	a basis for a hedge fund start-up. Organizations such as mutual

	funds,...
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The Golden Rule: Safe Strategies of Sage InvestorsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2010

	Everything the independent investor needs to know to effectively invest in gold


	With today's increasing economic uncertainties, a strong investment strategy is to put a portion of your net worth in gold. However, given investors' overall lack of knowledge about gold as an investment, as wealth insurance, or as a store of...
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Beowulf Cluster Computing with Linux, Second Edition (Scientific and Engineering Computation)MIT Press, 2003
This how-to guide provides step-by-step instructions for building a Beowulf-type computer, including the physical elements that make up a clustered PC, the software required, and insights on how to organize the code to exploit parallelism.

Use of Beowulf clusters (collections of off-the-shelf commodity computers programmed to act in...
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Grid Computing For Developers (Programming Series)Charles River, 2005
Learn the Future of Computing Today!
Many industry analysts believe that Grid computing will be the next big wave in technology. It is so promising that major technology companies such as IBN, Microsoft, Oracle, and Sun are allocating significant quantities of resources for Grid research and development. A Developer’s Guide to Grid...
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The Mazzel Ritual: Culture, Customs and Crime in the Diamond TradeSpringer, 2009
The academic study of diamonds is as multi-faceted as the precious stones themselves. Mineralogists and geographers have written about them, as have historians and economists and students of art and fashion. They each shine their light on a different aspect of this source of luminous radiance. But who would venture to describe the entire...
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